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Patents are examined and granted by the patent office but their true value is ultimately decided by the 
courts. We at WWI Patent Office integrate both the patent examination and the patent evaluation into one 
pre-application processing to secure the value and the protection of your great invention. 

U.S. Patent is very important because over 80% ICT inventions come from U.S. Every year, USPTO 
approved hundreds of thousands of U.S. patents, but over 60% patents are just garbage patents without 
any values. A good patent is in its protection scope and protection power rather than whether it is merely 
approved or not. Therefore, before you file U.S. patents, you need a very experienced technological 
expert of the field and an experienced patent expert to work on your patent application material in order to 
ensure your U.S. patent application is valuable and worth investing. WWI is a leading R&D center in 
advanced wireless communications with strong backup by leading patent experts and wireless 
technological experts from Stanford University, University of California at Berkeley, MIT and other leading 
universities, etc. Most importantly, WWI is specialized in all ICT fields including signal processing, 
networking architecture, RF radio architecture, resource management, spectrum management, service & 
applications, mobile & cloud, software architecture, semiconductor, multimedia, computing, transmission, 
OS architecture, user-interface, power management, optimization, information security, etc. Since 2006, 
WWI has expanded the patent services to medical, biotech, energy and materials in addition to ICT. WWI 
has the world-class technological advisors and law professors to ensure that its clients share the highest 
standard of service and quality for their U.S. patent applications. 

A high-quality U.S. patent application with quality review and filing by experts costs you around $20,000 
each application. But U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) only charges you about $1000 for each 
application. If you are well trained with enough knowledge, you can file your application totally by yourself, 
and save $19,000 (95%) for each application. 

This is the objective and mission of this special training on U.S. Patent Application, Examination and 
Evaluation for engineers, researchers, entrepreneurs, managers and students who are involved in 
innovations or inventions. After attending two days’ intensive training, attendees can file U.S. Patent 
Applications by himself/herself without need of an expensive patent attorney. Attendees can also file 
response for office actions from U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by himself/herself. 

 

The key program agenda of this Two-Day special training comprises: 

Day 1 (9hrs): How to turn your ideas into protectable specifications, drawings and claims? What are 
steps-by-steps?  

Day 2 (9hrs): How to evaluate your inventions and build milestones in your applications? Let’s do LIVE 
applications!  

 

ABOUT PROFESSOR WILLIE W. LU 

Prof. Lu has about twenty (20) years’ experiences and expertise in technology invention, patent 
evaluation and application examination. Prof. Lu is chief inventor of Open Wireless and Mobile Cloud 
platform widely utilized in the industry on the worldwide basis which he filed all the high-quality and 
high-protective patent applications by himself. For more, please visit: http://Willie.LU 


